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Abstract

We calculate the implied marginal social welfare weights if the current German

tax-transfer system is optimal. At the optimum, the cost of providing one Euro

to a specific group must equal its weighted benefit. For every percentile of the

income distribution, we calculate the cost of transferring 100 Euro to individuals in

the percentile. A structural labor supply model allows us to simulate labor supply

reactions to small local tax reductions. The advantage of this simulation approach is

that we do not need to restrict labor supply in any way to obtain analytical solutions.

We find that the tax-transfer system is optimal if the society values one Euro for

households at the 10th percentile twice as much as one Euro for households at the

median. Weights for people at the 20th percentile are slightly lower than for the

middle class. This result is driven by couples with children. JEL: H21; H31; J22
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1 Introduction

In this paper we estimate social marginal welfare weights g(y) (see, e.g., Saez and Stantcheva,

2016) along the distribution of net incomes in Germany implied by the current tax-transfer

system. These weights indicate how much society values providing one additional Euro

of consumption to a specific individual earning gross income y. As our first main contri-

bution, we propose a new method to obtain implied welfare weights: We simulate small

policy reforms, which increase disposable net income for households in one percentile of

the income distribution. We use a structural labor supply model to simulate behavioral

reactions and thereby the total fiscal cost of each of these reforms. The advantage of our

approach is that it is very flexible and simple to apply. We do not need to impose any re-

strictions on labor supply reactions or focus on specific, homogeneous subsamples in order

to obtain analytical solutions. The approach allows for flexible labor supply adjustments

of couples. Our second main contribution is the quantification of normative judgements

implicit in the German tax-transfer system. We find that the current tax-transfer system

is optimal if the social planner values one Euro for households at the 10th percentile twice

as much as one Euro for households at the median of the distribution. Moreover, we find

slightly lower weights for people at the 20th percentile than for the middle class.

At the optimal tax schedule, the ratios of weights g(c) between two individuals equal

the cost of redistributing one Euro from one individual to the other. In the presence

of behavioral reactions, this cost typically differs from one: an increase in transfers for

the unemployed by one Euro induces additional people to become unemployed leading

to an additional increase in transfer payments. In this case, the cost of redistributing

one Euro exceeds one. Conversely, a tax break might induce some individuals to increase

their hours of work. In this case the tax break partially pays for itself and providing an

additional Euro of consumption costs less than one Euro. The literature on the marginal

value of public funds (Finkelstein and Hendren, 2020; Hendren and Sprung-Keyser, 2020)

measures the "bang for the buck" of policy reforms by quantifying the revenue effects of

behavioral reactions to policy changes. Due to the envelope theorem, a "small" reform

has no impact on the utility of individuals who adjust their labor supply in reaction to it.

Thus, only the effect of an increase in income for those who do not adjust labor supply

is relevant for welfare analysis, while behavioral reactions matter due to their effect on

government revenue.

To simulate labor supply responses to tax breaks, we the microsimulation model EM-
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SIM (Einkommensteuer-Mikrosimulationsmodell, see Bechara et al., 2015) and a discrete

choice structural labor supply model following Aaberge et al. (1995) and van Soest (1995).

We make use of the Socio-Econmic Panel (SOEP), a representative survey data set of Ger-

man households. We analyze the tax year 2017 using retrospective data for that year.

A number of papers quantify marginal social welfare weights implicit in different coun-

tries tax schedules. Typically, these papers apply "standard" optimal tax models (see

Atkinson and Stiglitz, 2015) such as Saez (2001), which rule out participation effects of

tax changes (Ayaz et al., 2021; Bourguignon and Spadaro, 2012; Lockwood and Weinzi-

erl, 2016), or the model in Saez (2002), which allows for participation effects, but rules

out income effects and restricts intensive labor supply reactions to discrete changes to

"neighbor" income groups, (Bargain et al., 2014; Bourguignon and Spadaro, 2012; Blun-

dell et al., 2009; Jessen et al., nd). Jacobs et al. (2017) and Hendren (2020) obtain inverse

optimal weights in model economies that allow for both participation effects and intens-

ive labor supply reactions while ruling out intensive "jumps" in labor supply. Moreover,

none of these models accounts for different labor supply reactions of partners in a couple

household. We do not impose any of these restrictions. In many cases labor supply

elasticities used to calibrate optimal taxation models are obtained from structural labor

supply models such as the one we employ in this paper. These labor supply models do

not impose the same restrictions as the optimal taxation models, implying a discrepancy

between the models used.

The inverse optimal taxation literature typically finds optimal welfare weights that do

not decrease strictly with income. Often, low-income working households are found to

have the lowest weights, in some cases even zero or negative, implying a tax system that is

not Pareto optimal. While we too find increasing welfare weights for low-income working

households, their weights are only slightly smaller than those at the median and larger

than weights of top-income earners. We conjecture that this finding results from the fact

that in our simulations a slight increase in disposable income for low-income earners can

lead to a decrease in labor supply even for individuals with relatively high income. Such

jumps can occur i) due to non-convex budget sets, ii) if individuals have a preference not

to work a particular number of hours, or iii) due to labor supply responses of couples.

In contrast, in the Saez (2002) model, such a tax break will only induce individuals

with slightly higher income to reduce their labor supply, while the participation rate

will increase. This reduces the potential fiscal cost of a tax break for the working poor,

implying a very low marginal welfare weight for this group.
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The next section describes how we obtain implicit welfare weights and presents the

data as well as the microsimulation model and structural labor supply model. Section 3

reports our results and section 4 concludes.

2 Method

2.1 Inverse Optimal Taxation

As discussed in Hendren (2020), at the optimum, society’s valuation of an additional Euro

of consumption for an individual with gross income y, g(y), must equal the marginal cost

of taxation,

g(y) = 1 + FE(y), (1)

where the mechanical cost of a small tax cut of one Euro equals one and FE(y) denotes

the "fiscal externality" of a small tax cut for individuals earning y, i.e., the effect of labor

supply reactions to the tax cut on government revenue. Denote by T (y) the tax liability

of households earning y (which can be negative for transfer recipients), denote by x all

possible gross income levels and denote by

εy,x =
dx[f(y)]

d[y − T (y)]
y − T (y)
f(y)

(2)

the percentage change in households who earn y due to labor supply responses of house-

holds who previously earned x to a small tax cut for households earning y.

The fiscal externality of a small tax cut at gross income level y is given by

FE(y) = −
∑
x 6=y

εy,x
T (y)− T (x)
y − T (y)

, (3)

the revenue effect due to behavioral reactions divided through the mechanical revenue

effect due to the tax reduction for inframarginal individuals. When the fiscal externality

is negative, tax cuts partially pay for themselves. When it is smaller than one, a tax cut

increases revenues, the tax schedule is on the right hand side of the Laffer curve and g(y)

is negative. Typically, optimal taxation papers impose restrictions and (often implicitly)

derive analytical expressions for the fiscal externality based on labor supply elasticities.

For instance, Hendren (2020) reports a formulation for the fiscal externality in terms of

three elasticities.
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In contrast, we simulate FE(y) using the structural labor supply model described more

in detail below. In this probabilistic model, households maximize utility by choosing a

particular number of work hours per week. We split the sample into percentiles of the

income distribution, each associated with an income level y, and, one by one, increase

disposable income at each income level of the distribution by 100 Euro per year. If

the income level y is available for a specific household, the probability that it chooses y

increases in reaction to a tax cut at this income level. As each household in the sample

represents a larger number of households (indicated by the sample weight), a change in

the probability to work a particular number of hours can be thought of as a change in the

share of households of a specific type in the population who work that number of hours.

With the sample weights and choice probabilities in the status quo and a reform scenario in

hand, we calculate the total (behavioral and mechanical) decrease in government revenue

due to a small tax cut at income level y divided through the mechanical reduction in

revenues (100 Euro times the number of people at income level y in the status quo)

for every small reform for all 100 income levels. Thereby, we directly obtain g(y) as in

equation (1).

2.2 The Data

For the empirical part of this analysis, we use data from the German Socio-Econmic

Panel (SOEP). It is a representative annual survey of about 15,000 households. For more

information see Goebel et al. (2018) and Schröder et al. (2020). The survey has been

conducted since 1984. We use wave 36. We employ retrospective information on the year

2017 only. The data contain detailed information on employment (including hours worked

per week and wage rates), personal characteristics and the household context, which allows

us to model labor supply and hypothetical wages in counterfactual scenarios.

We restrict the sample to those households with at least one member with flexible

labor supply1. Furthermore, pensioners and people in parental leave are excluded as well

as the self-employed since labor supply is difficult to model in self-employment.

These sample restrictions leave us with 12,911 households that account for 23,383,105

German household with 53,944,893 persons using the SOEP’s representative weighting

factors. The households are split into percentiles along the distribution of post-government

income — equivalized using the new OECD equivalence scale.2 Within this sample, we
1Inflexible labor supply is assumed for civil servants, students, members of the military, etc.
2The OECD-modified scale puts a weight of 1 to the first adult in a household, 0.5 to every other
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observe a typical positively skewed (equivalized net) income distribution in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Income distribution
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2.3 Microsimulation and Labor Supply Model

We use household data to simulate labor supply under the altered conditions for every

household and individual in our sample. The general framework for this simulation is the

microsimulation model EMSIM (Einkommensteuer-Mikrosimulationsmodell, see Bechara

et al., 2015). It replicates all major aspects of the German system for income taxes, social

security contributions and transfers. Hence, the EMSIM is able to use the SOEP data on

observed (or imputed) market income and other relevant characteristics to compute the

disposable income for every household in the sample. We combine the microsimulation

model with a discrete labor supply model.

In principle, the labor supply model operates as follows. We estimate a utility function

for every household depending on consumption and leisure (for both partners separately

in couples). We simulate labor supply behavior of both singles and couples. In the case

of couples, it is assumed that both partners choose the labor supply that maximizes

their combined utility. The budget constraint is determined by non-labor income, both

person aged 14 and older and 0.3 to every child under 14.
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partners’ wage rates and the tax and transfer system. Using this utility function, we

can estimate probabilities for each hours category (combination) that a certain household

chooses.

The discrete possible hours choices are 0, 10, 20, 39, and 45 hours per week for women

and 0, 20, 40, and 48 for men. Hence, a household in which both partners are flexible in

their labor supply can choose from 20 combinations of hours per week. For every labor

supply alternative, the EMSIM simulates according to the tax and transfer system the

disposable income which is ultimately equivalent to the household consumption in this

one-period model. The observed gross income and hours worked in the SOEP are used to

construct wage rates. Whenever this is not possible because an individual is not working

in the status quo, potential wage rates are imputed via a Heckman-type (Heckman, 1979)

wage regression based on human capital-related variables.

The labor supply responses are modelled following the approach by Aaberge et al.

(1995) and van Soest (1995). Each household values consumption and leisure as displayed

in the utility function in equation (4) depending on the selected amount of hours worked

z.

Vz = U(Lfz, Lmz, Cz) + εz (4)

Here, Lf and Lm are the hours of leisure of the female and the male household member,

respectively, and C is consumption which is equivalent to the disposable income in this

one-period model, while ε denotes a category-specific error term. The deterministic part

of the utility function, U , is a translog utility function of the form

U = β1ln(Cz) + β2ln(Cz)
2 + β3ln(Lfz) + β4ln(Lmz) + β5ln(Lfz)ln(Lmz) + Iz, (5)

where Iz is an hours-category specific fixed effect. Additionally, the coefficients in

the utility function depend on socio-demographic characteristics like age, education and

number of children in the household to allow for heterogeneity. This is crucial since, for

example, typically female leisure time is valued higher in couples with children.

The error term ε in equation 4 is i.i.d. across the hour categories and households and

assumed to follow an extreme-value type I (EVI) distribution. This allows a closed form

solution for the probability Pz that the household chooses hour category z (McFadden,

1974). The resulting probability that alternative z is preferred by the household is given
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by the conditional logit model,

Pz = Pr(Vz > Vj,∀j 6= z) =
exp(Uz)∑J
j=1 exp(Uj)

. (6)

If a reform—in our case for a tax cut—changes the disposable income associated with

certain choices of labor supply, it also changes the deterministic part of the labor supply

function and hence the household’s probability to choose that hour category. This, in turn,

results in changes in the optimal amount of labor supply and the behavioral responses that

we are interested in in this study. Table 1 shows the own-wage labor supply elasticities

for different household types resulting from a 1 percent increase in gross wages. Similarly,

Table 2 responses at the extensive margin, also simulated with a 1 percent increase in

gross wages. These labor supply elasticities with larger elasticities for women in couples

than for the rest of the population are in line with the literature (Keane, 2011).

Table 1: Own-Wage Labor Supply Elasti-
cities

women men

single women 0.23 .

single men . 0.29

couples, both flexible 0.39 0.15

couples, woman flexible 0.38 .

couples, man flexible 0.20

all 0.33 0.20

Note: Simulated with a 1 percent in-

crease in gross wages.
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Table 2: Own-Wage Participation Semi-
Elasticities

women men

single women 0.11 .

single men . 0.14

couples, both flexible 0.15 0.08

couples, woman flexible 0.14 .

couples, man flexible . 0.10

all 0.09 0.06

Note: Simulated with a 1 percent in-

crease in gross wages.

3 Results

3.1 Main Results

Figure 2: All households
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We simulate a simple reform that increases the net incomes for all household in a
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specific quantile by 100 Euro, say, via an income tax cut that does not lead to further

transaction cost. Hence the cost amounts to the mechanical cost of 100 Euro per receiv-

ing household plus the fiscal externality that originates from the labor supply reactions

simulated in the model described in section 2.3. We then calculate the welfare weights

g(y) for each percentile in the full sample and display the results in Figure 2. Evidently,

the marginal cost of transfers for low income earners is higher than for the rest of the

income spectrum. The computed welfare weight for the very bottom percentile is close to

2.9 and subsequently drops to 2.0 around the 10th percentile and further to just below

1 at the 20th percentile. Hence, the current tax-transfer system is optimal if the social

planner indeed values one additional Euro for the households in the 10th percentile twice

as much as an additional Euro for the 20th percentile. Welfare weights decrease rather

steeply at low incomes, while they only decrease moderately at higher income levels.

Figure 3: Childless couples
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Strikingly, the welfare weights increase slightly between the 25th and 35th percentile

before dropping again towards the high income earners with a notable increase in cost of

transfers only at the very top of the income distribution. The local minimum at roughly

one quarter along the distribution is likely due to the substantial participation elasticities

and hence positive behavioral revenue effects of transfers to the working poor. This is in

line with results from the existing literature (Bargain et al., 2014; Blundell et al., 2009;
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Jessen et al., 2018).

Figure 3 shows the result for the simulations in a restricted sample of only childless

couples. At the lower end of the income distribution, the welfare weights are equally high

with a similarly steep decline as in the full sample. However, the weights between the

10th and 40th percentile remain stable and well above 1 as opposed to the dip around

the 20th and 25th percentile including all households. Beyond the 40th percentile, the

curve of social welfare weights is slightly downward sloping, reaching its lowest point at

the 95th percentile.

Figure 4: Couples with children
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In contrast to this, couples with children have even higher weights at the lower end of

the income distribution (Figure 4). Generally, couples with children have a notably lower

equivalized net income (upper axis) than childless couples. The low marginal cost of a tax

cut is observable in this subsample around the 20th percentile. Increasing weights for the

working poor in the full sample appear to be driven by couples with children. This is likely

due to two factors: i) women in couples with children have particularly high participation

elasticities leading to a relatively high revenue increases due to participation responses.

ii) Families might be transfer recipients even with relatively higher gross incomes than

singles such that marginal withdrawal rates are quite high even at the 20th percentile.

The computed welfare weights of singles—without and with children—are reported in
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Figures 5 and 6. Singles’ equivalized net income in the sample at the given percentiles is

even lower than the equivalent for couples. The welfare weights are more volatile along

the income distribution due to the smaller sample sizes. Nonetheless, we observe the same

steep decrease in marginal social welfare weights at low income levels. At higher income

levels, weights are essentially flat.

Figure 5: Childless Singles
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Figure 6: Lone parents
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3.2 Robustness Test: 20 Quantiles

One might worry that specifying very small quantiles could restrict the simulated labor

supply reactions, leading to small estimated fiscal externalities, as only a small number

of households might be able to "reach" income level y. Therefore, instead of dividing

the distribution into percentiles, we divide it into 20 quantiles and simulate 20 small

reforms to obtain marginal social weights. Figure 7 shows that our results are robust to

this modification. We observe weiughts of a similar magnitude as with 100 quantiles, see

a steep decrease in the magnitude of weights for very low incomes and observe a slight

increase for the working poor, before weights decrease again at higher incomes.
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Figure 7: All households, 20 quantiles
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4 Conclusion

By simulating labor supply reactions to small tax cuts throughout the German income

distribution, we have estimated social marginal welfare weights implied by the German

tax-transfer schedule. The main advantage of our approach is that it does not impose

strong restrictions on labor supply behavior and is applicable to both single and couple

households. This approach offers a simple method to identify feasible Pareto improving

reforms, namely, if g(y) at a specific income level is negative. It should be noted that our

approach only tests for local Pareto optimality as, in principle, tax-transfer systems that

are very different from the status quo could exist which would make everyone better off.

We have found that the current tax-transfer system is optimal if the social planner

values one Euro for households at the 10th percentile twice as much as one Euro for

households at the median of the distribution. Moreover weights are slightly lower at the

20th percentile than for the middle class. This result is driven by couples with children,

who face high withdrawal rates even at low-to-medium gross incomes, where they might

still be eligible for transfers. Thus, if the current tax-transfer system correctly reflects how

society values one additional Euro of consumption for different groups of the population,

society puts a low value on low-income working families. Equivalently, tax cuts for this
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group offer a large "bang for the buck".

Avenues for future research include the application to other countries or time-periods

to analyze implicit value judgements in other settings. Moreover, it would be fruitful

to compare the results to those obtained from widely used optimal taxation models for

the same sample and labor supply elasticities as we have used. Finally, the proposed

approach could be used for normative optimal taxation purposes. To this end, net incomes

associated with specific gross income levels would have to be adjusted iteratively until the

implied marginal social welfare weights were in line with the normative judgement imposed

by the researcher.
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